09/18/2019 – Wednesday – PRE-Congress Courses – Gran Marquise Hotel

Congress – Fortaleza Maritime Terminal

19/09/2019 – Thursday – Auditorium I “Jean Crispin”

08:00 – 09:30 – Round Table: Rectal cancer: Current status for staging

- President: José Alfredo Reis Neto (SP)
- Moderator: João de Aguiar de Pupo Neto (RJ)
- Discussants:
  1. José Reis Neto Jr (SP)
  2. Thiago Gezzi (RS)
  3. Marcos Vinicius Denadai (SP)

8:00 – Does Image exams change the evaluation of rectal tumor? Using MRI
  Francisco Dower Frota Barroso (CE)

8:12 – PET, genetic markers. When and why to perform? Does it interfere with clinical decision?
  Carlos Augusto Real Martinez (SP)

8:24 – In T1 tumor – When perform local excision or colorectal resection?
  Luis Gustavo Capochin Romangnolo (SP)

8:36 – In T2 tumor – Can I perform neoadjuvant therapy? When? Or is better resect it?
  Rodrigo Oliva Perez (SP)

8:48 – 09:30 Discussion
09:30 – 09:50 – Lecture: Crystal Ball – Can we predict rectal cancer response after neoadjuvant radio-chemotherapy?

President: Rodrigo Oliva Perez (SP)
Lecturer: Angelita Habr-Gama (SP)

09:50 – 10:10 – Lecture: Dilemmas in the treatment of rectal cancer

President: José Edson Nunes dos Santos (PE)
Lecturer: Mauricio José de M e Silva (PE)

10:10 – 10:40 Coffee Brake - Exhibit hall visit

10:40 – 12:10 Round Table: Rectal cancer: Surgical options and outcome

President: Antonio Sérgio Brenner (PR)
Moderator: Paulo Gonçalves de Oliveira (DF)
Discussants:
1. Afonso Henrique da Silva e Sousa JR. (SP)
2. Fabio Lopes (MG)

10:40 – Total mesorectal excision – TatME, laparoscopy, robotic, combined approach?
Sérgio Alonso Araújo (SP)

10:52 – Low colo-anal anastomosis – Tips
Luis Claudio Pandini (SP)

11:04 – When perform inter-sphincteric resection?
Antonio Lacerda Filho (MG)

11:16 - Reoperative Pelvic Surgery: the 10 Commandments
Maher A. Abbas (Dubai, UAE)

11:28- Mesorectum lymph nodes evaluation
Mariana Berho (USA)

11:40 – Low anterior resection syndrome: Management and update
11:52 – 12:10 Discussion


13:20 – 15:10 – Round Table: Colorectal Cancer - Update

President: Geraldo Magela Gomes da Cruz (MG)
Moderator: Raul Cutait (SP)
Discussants:
1. Danilo Daud (SP)
2. Marcelo Rodrigues Borba (SP)
3. Leonardo Duraes (USA)

Paulo Gonçalves de Oliveira (DF)

Miguel Angelo Pedroso (SP)

13:46 - ICG immunofluorescence to decrease risk for anastomotic leak
Giovanna da Silva (USA)

13:59- Stage 2 Colon cancer ? Chemotherapy for which patients
Hélio Moreira Jr. (GO)

14:12– Mesocolon total excision: Move forward or backward ?
Robert Madoff (USA)

14:25- Anastomosis dehiscence – How to avoid and treat
Rodrigo Gomes da Silva (MG)

14:38 – Current status of minimally invasive procedure for rectal cancer
Steven Wexner (USA)
14:51-15:25 Discussion

15:25 – 15:45  – Lecture: T4 stage rectal cancer? How to treat

    President: Carlos Walter Sobrado (SP)
    Lecturer: Sérgio Nahas (SP)

15:45 – 16:15  – Coffee brake - Exhibition hall visit

16:15 – 16:35  – Lecture: Alternative to protective ileostomy

    President: Eduardo de Paula Vieira (RJ)
    Lecturer: João de Aguiar de Pupo Neto (RJ)

16:35 – 18:00 Round Table: Colorectal cancer – Advanced disease / unresponsive

    President: Mario Jorge Jucá (AL)
    Moderator: Mauro de Souza Leite Pinho (SC)
    Discussants:
    1. Renato Valmassoni Pinho (PR)
    2. Silvio Augusto Ciquini (SP)
    3. Pedro Basílio (RJ)

16:35  – Selective lateral lymph node dissection in advanced rectal cancer. Pros and cons
       Liliana Bordeianou (USA)

16:48  – Abdomino-perineal resection – How can I get better results?
       Leonardo Machado de Castro (RJ)

17:01  – Recurrent rectal cancer. How treat it?
       Bashar Safar (USA)

17:14  – Hepatic metastasis: Selecting patients for resection
       Marcos Vinicius Denad (SP)

17:27-18:00 Discussion (30min)
09/20/2019 – Friday - AUDITORIUM I “JEAN CRISPIN”

08:00 – 09:30 – Round Table: Inflammatory bowel disease – The era of the biological and the surgeon

President: Maurilio Toscano de Lucena (PE)
Moderator: Claudio Coy (SP)
Discussants:
1. José Joaquim Ribeiro da Rocha (SP)
2. Luiz Felipe de Campos Lobato (MG)
3. Rosane Louzada Machado (RJ)

8:00 – Clinical aspects and challenges in the diagnosis of inflammatory bowel disease
Raquel Franco Leal (SP)

8:13 - Clonal T cell expansion in ileal Crohn's disease and association with postoperative recurrence
Azucena Salas (Spain)

8:26 - Use of biological in perineal Crohn's disease. How manage?
Magaly Gêmio Teixeira (SP)

8:39 - Controversies in Pouch surgery
Steven Wexner (USA)

8:52-09:20 Discussion

09:20 – 09:45 – LECTURE “JOAQUIM JOSÉ FERREIRA”: Strictureplasty: a lost art?

President: Ronaldo Salles (RJ)
Lecturer: Tracy Hull (USA)

09:45 – 10:10 – LECTURE “ANGELITA HABR-GAMA”: Women in the leadership

President: Fábio Guilherme Campos (SP)
Lecturer: Mariana Berho (USA)
10:10 – 10:40  Coffee brake - Exhibition hall visit

10:40 – 12:10  Round Table : Inflammatory bowell disease: Complex cases

President: Manoel Álvaro de Freitas Lins Neto (AL)
Moderator: Carlos Walter Sobrado (SP)
Discussants:
1. Antonio Baldin Jr. (PR)
2. Roberto Luiz Kaiser Jr. (SP)
3. Mikaell Alexandre G Farias (SP)

10:40 - Do biological drugs increase the risk of operative complications in Inflammatory Bowel Disease?
Sinara Monica de O. Leite (MG)

10:52 – Controversies in ulcerative colitis management
Liliana Bordeianou (USA)

11:04 – Crohn’s disease in the large bowell – Colorectal resection with sphincter preservation ? What’s the best option ?
Claudio Coy (SP)

11:16 – Treatment of Crohn's Disease in the small bowell - Tips and Technical Care
Bashar Safar (USA)

11:28 – Postoperative management in Crohn’s disease
Eron Fabio Miranda – (PR)

11:40 – 12:10  Discussion


13:20 – 14:40  Round Table : Expert Teachings - From Simple to Complex

President: Juvenal da Rocha Torres Melo (SE)
Moderator: Ronaldo Coelho Salles (RJ)
Discussants:

1. Francisco Luis Altenburg (SC)
2. Fernando Cordeiro (SP)

13:20 – Pouch - Redoing
   Tracy Hull

13:32 – Colonic diverticulitis – When still operate?
   Giovanna da Silva (USA)

13:44- Pilonidal Disease - Safe and Effective Technical Options
   José Américo Bacchi Hora (SP)

13:56 – Solitary Ulcer Syndrome: What are the options?
   Art Hiranyakas (Thai)

14:08-14:30 Discussion

14:30 – 14:55 – LECTURE “DAHER-CUTAIT”: Colorectal cancer screening 2019
   President: Raul Cutait (SP)
   Lecturer: Robert Madoff (USA)

14:55– 15:20 - LECTURE “SÉRGIO REGADAS”: Low colorectal anastomosis without diverting stoma
   President: Sérgio Regadas Filho (CE)
   Lecturer: Manoel Joaquim Costa Pereira (PORT)

15:20 – 15:50 Coffee brake - Exhibit hall visit

15:50 – 17:40 Round Table: Anorectal HPV – How does the expert manage
   President: José Luiz Barbieux (RS)
   Moderator: Sidney Roberto Nadal (SP)
   Discussants:
   1. Paulo Gonçalves de Oliveira (DF)
2. Mariza Helena Prado Kobata (SP)
3. Margareth da Rocha Fernandes (SP)

15:50 – How important is anal cytology for anorectal HPV infection diagnosis and follow up?
   Ivan Tramujas da Costa e Silva (AM)

15:50 - Can patients with anogenital HPV receive the HPV vaccine?
   Marleny Novais F. de Araujo (SP)

16:04 - What’s the role of anal colposcopy in HPV infection?
   Caio Sergio Riskallah Nahas (SP)

16:18 - High Grade Anal Squamous Intraepithelial Injuries. Radiofrequency ablation?
   Omar Vergara (Mex)

16:32 - How effective is topical treatment of anal condyloma?
   Carmen Ruth Manzione Nadal (SP)

16:46-17:40- Discussion

09/21/2019 – Saturday – AUDITORIUM I “JEAN CRISPIN”

08:00 – 09:30 – Round Ttable: Colorectal robotic surgery. What evolution? Was there a revolution?

   President: José Vinicius Cruz (RS)
   Moderator: Antonio Lacerda Filho (MG)
   Discussants:
   1. Mauricio José de M e Silva (PE)
   2. Victor Edmond Seid (SP)
   3. Robert William de A. Bringel (CE)

8:00 - Colorectal robotic surgery training and learning curve: Consensus and controversies
   Sergio Alonso Araujo (SP)

8:12- Left and right colectomy- Optimizing the technique
   Rodrigo Gomes da Silva (MG)
8:24 – Combined total mesorectal excision
Armando Geraldo Franchini Melane (RJ)

8:36- Colorectal Resection - Which cases will benefit with robotic approach?
Luis Gustavo Capochin Romagnolo (SP)

8:48- Endometriosis Surgery – Is better Robot ?
Leonardo S. Bezerra (CE)

9:00-09:30 Discussion (30min)

09:30 – 09:50 – Lecture: Robotic colorectal surgery. Where we are and where are we going ?

President: Luis Gustavo Capochin Romagnolo (SP)
Lecturer: Armando Geraldo Franchini Melani (RJ)

09:50 – 10:10 – Lecture: What factors should be considered in the surgical decision of patients with familial adenomatous polyposis?

President: Marcelo Rodrigues Borba (SP)
Lecturer: Fabio Guilherme Campos (SP)

10:10 – 10:40 Coffee brake - Exhibit hall visit

10:40 – 12:00 Round Table: Hereditary colorectal cancer

Presidente: João Batista de Souza (DF)
Moderator: Fabio Guilherme Campos (SP)
Discussants:
1. Roberto Luiz Kaiser Jr. (SP)
2. Isabela Pessoa Elias Gonçalves (MG)

10:40 – Genetic testing: Interpretation, genetic counseling and records
Ana Carolina Leite (CE)

10:53 – Positive Mutation Patient - When to do chemoprevention?
Leonardo Duraes (USA)
11:06 – What to offer the patient with Desmoid disease  
Matthew Kalady (USA)

11:19 – Lynch syndrome. Safe diagnosis. Appropriate surgical resection  
Raul Cutait (SP)

11:32 – 12:00 Discussion

12:00 – 13:20 Satellite Simposium – EINSTEIN HOSPITAL

13:20 – 14:40 – Round Table: Anal fistula - What technique I choose

President: João Batista Pinheiro Barreto (MA)  
Moderator: Pedro Basilio (RJ)  
Discussants:
1. Jorge Ortiz (SP)  
2. Umberto Morelli (SP)

13:20 - Endorectal advancement Flap for Complex Anal Fistula: Technical steps and results  
Maher A. Abbas (Dubai, UAE)

13:32- LIFT  
Roberto Luiz Kaiser Jr. (SP)

13:44 – Glue/Plugs, Seton  
Marcelo Rodrigues Borba (SP)

13:56 – Fistulotomy / Fistulectomy with sphincter reconstruction  
Carlo Ratto (ITA)

14:08 – VAFT, Laser. Are viable alternatives in which cases?  
Carlos Ramon Mendes (BA)

14:20- Micro-fragment adipose tissue injection for the treatment of complex anal fistula  
Gabriele Naldini (ITA)

14:32- Anal fistula (reviewing the new techniques)
14:44 - 15:15 Discussion

15:15 – 15:45 Coffee brake - Exhibit Hall visit

15:45 – 18:00 – Popcorn Session - Cinema with Fun

   Video session : Surgery without frontiers

   President: Trajano Salgado Neto (RN)
   Moderator: Sinara Monica de O. Leite (MG)
   Discussants:
   1. Enio Chaves de Oliveira (GO)
   2. Leonardo Machado de Castro (RJ)
   3. Joaquim José Oliveira Filho (SP)

15:45 – Transanal resection – Technique and tips
   Carlos Ramon Silveira Mendes (BA)

15:55 - Right hemicolecetomy. Bottom-up approach
   Joaquim Costa Pereira (PORT)

16:05- Combined mesorectal excision. Transanal and laparoscopic
   Luis Gustavo Capochin Romagnolo (SP)

16:15- Mesorectal excision - I do robotic
   Armando Geraldo Franchini Melani (RJ)

16:25- Laparoscopic total proctocolectomy
   Luis Claudio Pandini (SP)

16:35- Extra-levator abdominoperineal resection
   Rodrigo Oliva Perez (SP)

16:45 – Laparoscopic lateral lymph node dissection
   Armando Geraldo Franchini Melane (RJ)
16:55- Oncologic Surgery. Until where has laparoscopy advanced so far? Miguel Angelo Pedroso (SP)

17:05- 17:45 Discussion

17:50 - Closure